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Abstract
Handloom weaving is the second most important livelihood in rural India after
farming. Improving handloom technologies and practices thus will directly affect the
lives of millions of Indians, and this is similar for many other communities in the global
South and East. By analyzing handloom weaving as a socio-technology, we will show
how weaving communities are constantly innovating their technologies, designs,
markets and social organization—often without calling it innovation. This demonstration
of innovation in handloom contradicts the received image of handloom as a pre-modern
and traditional craft that is unsustainable in current societies and that one should strive
to eliminate: by mechanization and/or by putting it into a museum.
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Setting the stage: The case of jamdani weaving
How do contemporary handloom weavers in India innovate their livelihoods, in
the face of oppositional framings of tradition and modernity embedded in dominant
ideas about craft production in an industrialized world?1 Are tradition and innovation,
authenticity and novelty, productivity and artistry inevitably opposed? This article
examines the interplay of these value-laden terms while showing how innovation takes
place in contemporary handloom weaving craft in India. To do this, we study the recent
emergence of jamdani weaving as a response to the crisis in handloom weaver
livelihoods triggered by an unprecedented increase in the price of cotton yarn. Our aim
is twofold: to contribute to the discussion about innovation, industrialization and craft in
the historiography of technology and to provide an alternative perspective on
development policies for sustainable livelihoods of craftspeople.
Against the backdrop of the innovation trajectory in Indian industrialization from
the eighteenth century to the contemporary period, we will demonstrate the continuity,
relevance and future promise that craft knowledge in India bears. Rather than picturing
handloom weaving as a sunset industry that is a burden to the welfare state or a nicheconsumer product that enjoys the patronage of the elite, we will provide an alternative
view that takes craft seriously within knowledge, market and policy domains: as an
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innovating socio-technical ensemble that can sustain livelihoods.
Using a history of technology approach, we attempt to shed light on handloom’s
persistence in the face of 200 years of mechanization and industrialization in the textile
industry.2 Rather than using the vocabulary of preservation or modernization, by
studying socio-technical change that sustains livelihoods of traditional handloom
weavers as innovation, we reciprocally argue for a broadening of the concept of
innovation.3 Current national innovation policies in India focus on the strengthening of
scientific and technological capabilities which are understood to be the drivers of
innovation, building on the ‘standard’ images of technology as applied science and
innovation as linear sequel to invention.4 In contrast, we will plead for acknowledging
technological innovation as a fundamentally social and cultural knowledge practice. We
suggest that an improved understanding of innovation in handloom weaving can inform
an inclusive politics of development that affords more promising futures for vulnerable
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yet innovative craft practitioners.5

Modernization or Preservation: Perspectives on Handloom Weaving
Some ten thousand weavers make their home in and around the village of
Uppada, in the district of East Godavari on the coast of Andhra Pradesh. The weavers
were previously known to weave a fine cotton saree with simple borders. These
products, once well known, now only sell locally. But recently weavers in Uppada
started making a very special kind of fine saree—woven with the technique of jamdani
and using cotton, silk and gold—which has gained a following in local as well as distant
markets as the Uppada Jamdani saree.6
Said to be of East Indian origin, where temperatures are high and the climate
humid for the better part of the year, the jamdani saree is a fine and delicate length of
hand-woven cotton fabric, embellished with beautiful flowered motifs in gold, silver or
silk yarn. Jamdani is a technique of weaving discontinuous supplementary motifs,
usually in heavier threads than those in the warp and weft, by using small spindles that
are moved through the warp by hand (see figures 2,3). The jamdani technique has been
long associated with the fine cottons from Dhaka in Bangladesh, referred to as figured
muslin.7 Jamdani textiles have a long textual and material history.8 They first gained the
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designation of jamdani during the Mughal period, (1556-1627). Jamdanis were on view
at the Delhi Arts Exhibition of 1902-1903, part of the Delhi Durbar, organized by Lord
Curzon. A catalogue published for this exhibition describes in detail the jamdanis in the
early twentieth century. Jamdani weavers were counted within handloom weaving as
“masters” or skill-leaders: jamdani weaving is "the yield of concentration, the moment in
which planning melts into performance, and attention focuses precisely upon the little
act in which the past and future merge.”9 Contemporary jamdani in and around Uppada
combine the established weaving techniques with computer-aided design to produce
large floral patterns that repeat all over the saree.
Jamdani is thus a sophisticated and labor-intensive technique that allows the
weaving of finely shaped motifs (see figure 1, left and middle). By convention, saree
types in handloom typically carry the name of the place in which they are made.10 As
the product gains identity in the market, the name is associated with a particular
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aesthetic to the discerning customer. This aesthetic identity is constituted by material,
surface pattern repertoire and technique of weave. When more than one technique is
used in the same weaving cluster of villages, or when more than one weaving cluster
uses the same technique, the technique is appended to the name of the place—in this
case ‘Uppada Jamdani’ (see fig. 1, right).

Figure 1. left: Painting of Goddess Saraswati by Raja Ravi Varma (1848-1906),
with a jamdani border;
middle: Jamdani on silk from Banaras c. 1880 (V&A Museum);
right: a model in Uppada Jamdani saree, walking the ramp in the Bangalore fashion
week of 2015 for the designer Gaurang

Figure 2. Arranging the shuttles for jamdani weaving

Figure 3. left: Lifting the yarn to insert a shuttle for jamdani;
right: Producing floral motifs with jamdani
Weavers in and around Uppada in South India had shifted to this specialized
technique in response to the increase in yarn price that peaked in 2010, which
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squeezed wage and threatened to force weavers out of weaving. 11 Weaving jamdani,
though, is more labor-intensive than the plain fabric that they had been weaving earlier.
All commonly held views of technological change and modernization—that an increase
in efficiency can come only through mechanization and saving on labor—thus seem to
be contradicted: weavers chose an older and slower technology, and so in effect
innovated ‘backward’ to respond to the crisis. 12
We frame these observations of the jamdani saree in Uppada in contrast with two
generally accepted views of handloom weaving in India.13 The first is the government’s
view that handloom weaving is outdated and unproductive. In this way of thinking
handloom weaving must be replaced by mechanized textile production as a form of
modernization. Until the transition to modernization is complete, weaving communities
need to be subsidized.
The second view depicts handloom weaving as a cultural heritage, an important
part of Indian identity that has to be preserved and protected from change that may lead
to dilution of tradition. Thus Ritu Sethi, founder of the Craft Revival Trust and editor of
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the Craft Revival Encyclopedia points to “the social and cultural significance of
handlooms, the traditional knowledge associated with its production, and the entire
handloom value chain that it sustains, including those who wear and value handloom.”14
This way of thinking stresses the preservation of heritage in its unchanging and
presumptively authentic form, reinforcing the view of a glorious historical tradition that
was once dynamic, but is now outdated.15
While the perspectives of modernization and preserving tradition seem to be in
opposition to each other, they produce the same outcome for weaver livelihoods:
handloom weaving is regarded as unsustainable, and unable to compete in
contemporary markets. Interventions to support livelihoods have been taken up, through
state bodies, NGOs and designers.16 In the case of commodities that offer substantial
returns on capital, craftspeople have become active agents whose skills and
engagement with tools shape their worlds.17 Yet, agendas of development, poverty
alleviation and industrialization have resulted in interventions that have not always
resulted in productivity gains accruing to ordinary weavers, or if they do, have stayed
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niche experiments. 18 In contrast, the story of Uppada weavers, responding to the 2010
yarn-price peak, hints at another solution: innovation by weavers themselves yield
economically viable livelihoods with minimal capital investment—while using ‘traditional’
technology and producing high-quality fabric. The weavers’ own potential to innovate is
highlighted in the way they are using the jamdani technique in tandem with the
computer and the mobile phone—rather than in competition—as new elements in what
we will call the socio-technical ensemble of handloom weaving.

From revival to innovation
The introduction of the jamdani technique as practiced today on the looms of Uppada is
credited to a master-weaver designer Ghansyam Sarode.19 Sarode started his career in
Bombay, studying to be a chartered accountant.20 In order to supplement his income, he
decided to cater to the demand in the urban middle class for the diminishing supply of
traditional Paithani sarees from the village of Paithan in Maharashtra. He first set up
looms in his village of Narayanpet. Later, as demand for other rare types of sarees
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increased, he travelled to Venkatagiri in search of the jamdani saree. The Weavers Cooperative in Venkatagiri “did not co-operate” he says, so he travelled to Uppada and set
up the first loom, in the middle 1980s, with the help of a local weaver introduced to him
by “a relative”.21 Soon, there was demand for more and more intricate work from the
elite cultural customers who saw this as revival of the traditional technique of jamdani.
Slowly other weavers in Uppada took it up, although for a long time the technique was
confined to the village of Uppada. But as interest in the saree increased, designers from
Hyderabad went to Uppada, and started ordering sarees directly from weavers giving
the saree visibility in newer and more fashionable markets. Soon the saree with the
jamdani technique came to be known as the “Uppada Jamdani’ saree.22

Figure 4. Map of united Andhra Pradesh and Telengana, India, Area 275000 sq km

Interestingly, the village has been accorded the Geographical Indicator (GI) mark
by the Government of India, as an accreditation that gives ‘Uppada’ the status of a
product with a reputation that can be attributed to the place of origin where it is
manufactured. The GI makes illegal the selling of a product made in any other place
under the trademarked name of Uppada and thus protects identity and uniqueness. The
Uppada Jamdani sari, The Hindu reports, “was once woven exclusively for the royal
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houses of Pitapuram, Venkatagiri and Bobbili.” 23 In response to this, Sarode says “I got
the GI accreditation for them myself”, with a twinkle in his eye, the irony of the situation
not lost on him. Prior to his efforts, there had been no ‘authentic’ jamdani Uppada saree
in the memory of Uppada weavers; he had single handedly invented it, drawing from
cultural memory in the market place. Uppada Jamdani was now an invented tradition,
through implying continuity to “a suitable historical past”.24 His intervention in introducing
the skill of jamdani weaving to weavers in Uppada, and giving it a traditional past, linked
the value that traditional jamdani had as technique in history and cultural memory, to
Uppada the place25, and resulted in a new kind of textile that, as we shall show later,
weavers could innovate on.
The common understanding among policymakers however, depicts handloom
weaving as static and non-innovative, and associates the presumed lack of innovation
to the unsustainability of livelihoods. The Indian state connects innovation to the
discourse of modernization—with its focus on efficiency and mechanization—and
concludes that handloom weavers then by definition cannot be fit for modern society
and are in need of some welfare scheme. As early as 1954, the report of the Kanungo
committee to the Government of India commented that “For the ordinary cloth, the pure
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and simple handloom is and must be a relatively inefficient tool of production”.26 Later
committees would continue in this vein, often referring to loom technology as ‘primitive’
and in need of technical upgrading, through “a progressive conversion of handlooms to
powerlooms, over a period of 15-20 years”.27 They advised the government that the
weaver must move into the mechanized power loom sector. Initially, the state’s position
towards handloom weaving, since independence and through the 1950s and 1960s had
been founded on the importance that Gandhi had attributed to villages and small-scale
cottage industries for India’s development. Parliament accepted “the socialistic pattern
of society as the objective of social and economic policy”.28 But post liberalization
policies of the 1990s tended to separate the two agendas of growth and welfare,
stressing productivity and efficiency in textile production rather than employment. Thus
the political rhetoric shifted further to modernization: one of the promises to the
handloom sector in the New Textile Policy of 1985 was “modernization of looms to
improve handloom productivity and quality”.29
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At the same time other policymakers supported an agenda for preserving
traditional Indian culture and Indian identity through the selected revival of particular
textiles. This was in line with the ideals of Indian nationalists who thoroughly espoused
the ideal of crafts—as the very opposite of modern industry—even as there was intense
competition to catch up with the industrial achievements of the west.30 Crafts, which the
British used to demonstrate the backwardness of India, had come to be the heart of the
nationalist movement. In the words of Saloni Mathur, “The actual physical body of the
craftsman—ruined, disfigured and enslaved by colonialism—became a powerful
metaphor (..) for the state of the national body itself”.31 Thus the Government of India
rationalized the 2010 handloom census by asserting its value for providing
“programmatic decisions and planning interventions in order to preserve and develop
the rich cultural heritage embedded in the Indian handloom sector”.32
The term “innovation” acquired a positive connotation only after the midnineteenth century in Europe, when it became linked to notions of freedom, to
technological and social progress, and to profitability in capitalistic markets.33 In
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contemporary Indian policy frameworks it is a term that carries enormous power;
innovation is used specifically to describe socio-technical change that is explicitly
planned, presumptively progressive and creating new technologies. Rather than seeing
the emergence of a new technology, we demonstrate innovation within the handloom
technology. This builds on Edgerton, who argues that innovation is much more
prevalent in persisting “traditional” technologies than is typically assumed.34 We
explicate the innovative capacity—as defined by Schumpeter—in handloom weaving,
focusing on the newly found sustainability of some of these weaving communities.
In Schumpeterian terms, innovation involves the creating and marketing of the
new, perforce replacing the old, through new combinations of existing knowledge and
resources.35 Of his description of five types of innovations, we distinguish three in this
case: innovation as new products, as new methods of production and as exploitation of
new markets—as product, process and market innovations.36 Uppada ‘Jamdani’ was, as
we shall describe in the following sections, simultaneously a revival of an older
technique that led to product innovation, an invented-traditional product that became a
market innovation, and a technological innovation that could be constructed as
Cultures of Technology and the Quest for Innovation, ed. Helga Nowotny (New York: Berghahn Books,
2006).
34
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production or process innovation. Weavers skill themselves, learn jamdani weaving and
introduce innovative products and processes through new combinations of resources
and thus reshape competition in the marketplace. Weavers do not perform this
combinatory activity, labeled by Schumpeter as the entrepreneurial function, in isolation;
they are part of socio-technical ensembles.

Jamdani as new product: Master-weavers and skilled weavers in the handloom
ensemble
The master-weaver in Uppada is generally of the weaver caste, and head of the
family firm; traditionally, he provides capital for production and acts as the intermediary
to the market. Generally, he along with members of his household executes the back
end of the business: yarn and cash move back and forth between yarn trader, sizer,
warper, dyer, weaver; and stock and inventory is consigned to and fro between weaver,
master-weaver and the market. The master-weaver understands that he is as strong as
his ensemble; choosing the right weaver is the key, he says, if you want to innovate.
Rambabu, a master-weaver in Mandapeta, explains the skills his weavers need:
“Because in the morning the warp behaves in one way; when the sun is beating down, it
is another type; and if it rains, then it behaves in yet another way. He has to keep the
tension on the pogu (weaving yarn). He needs to know these techniques.”37 Something
new, an innovative product that would ‘go’ in the market, thus hinges on the skill of the
weaver, the enterprise of the master-weaver, and their relationship. This becomes
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obvious when the master-weaver talks of the need for a skilled weaver who is willing to
experiment.38
Jonna Suribabu and his wife Ramalakshmi are a weaver couple in the village of
Angara who have recently shifted successfully to jamdani weaving. When they speak, it
is in tandem, reproducing their weaving action of passing the shuttle from one hand to
the other; one sentence of the husband is followed by one by the wife in the
conversation. The two young daughters sit in the background, around a low table strewn
with books, finishing their school homework. In the foreground is the loom in a kind of
verandah, an airy sun-lit inside-outside room. They are weavers who have always been
willing to dance to the tune of the market. When the demand for jamdani first emerged,
they decided they wanted to try their hand at it. They had already seen it being woven in
Uppada, where the technique was a well-kept secret. The master-weaver from Uppada
sent them a “designer”; someone who knew how to “set up” the loom, and teach them
how to begin. But once they started, he recanted on the wage. The master-weaver
Rambabu came to their rescue. He was a late entrant into jamdani (by then it had
already been the local market for a year), but he grabbed the opportunity that the
experimental weaver couple offered.
Ramalakshmi now prefers jamdani weaving to her earlier work. While the
technique itself is more time-consuming, there is less continuous beating of the weft
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threads, making it less strenuous.39 The slow pace has another advantage: more time is
spent on the loom doing skilled work and less on “baita pani” (“ancillary work”). Of
course, the couple has to be on good terms, if work is to go on smoothly. If one is upset,
then he or she would go away for an hour, to cool down, till ready to come back to the
loom—not so different from living together. “Figuring out a new technique takes
patience, and a peaceful mind and the support of the master-weaver (“oorpu”:
patience; ”opika”: peaceful energy/mind).40 It is important not to share the secret once
you have figured it out. If someone comes in (into the room with the loom, to visit), we
cover the loom, so that they can’t get the technique tricks” (“suluvu”: tricks/knack that
ease work).41
When they first set up the loom, Rambabu had visited the loom every two hours,
to discuss how it was going, and to help facilitate progress. Even then, the first saree
was spoiled, and the cost had to be shared between the weaver couple and the masterweaver. After two sarees, they were skilled enough to start making it for the market. The
first experimental saree is a beautiful grey saree with elaborate sky-blue and rose-pink
motifs; not an aesthetic associated with a poor weaver’s wife. But it was self-evident
between the master-weaver and weavers that Ramalakshmi was the rightful owner of
that experiment: the saree would be in her wardrobe.
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Although the master-weaver’s entrepreneurial insight and his facilitating of
technological change in the socio-technical ensemble of handloom stand out in this
story, there was no single innovator or innovating firm that made this new product. Both
master-weaver and the weaver couple (and later in this article, the computer
programmer and handloom weaver) are connected through social practices and
networks enabling the production of innovative knowledge.42 The master-weaver is the
entrepreneur who acts out of market insight, while the weavers investing in the skill
component are experimenting too.43 While jamdani is a historically well-known
technique, for Suribabu and Ramalakshmi it is a new skill that has been learned, new
knowledge that has been acquired.
Thus this combination of skill and insight resulted in jamdani as an innovated
new product. But for jamdani to help create a sustainable livelihood for the weavers, it
must also succeed in the market. Who were the users of this new jamdani product?
How was value created for an older technology, which must surely be more expensive
for the customer? How was the customer drawn into the ensemble? Were new markets
accessed, and if so, how?
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Jamdani as market innovation in the handloom ensemble: Aunties, ladies and
mobile phones
Peddapuram, unlike a lot of villages in East Godavari, has not yet abandoned its
old lanes and tile roofed houses for mortar and concrete. The dye house is in one such
house. The floor is crimson, ‘red-oxide’ mineral mixed into cement. In the courtyard
beyond are the woodstoves where the dyeing takes place. A young man is waiting for
the dyer’s attention; he is a weaver collecting a warp dyed to order. There is cordiality
evident in the conversation: the weaver collecting the warp acknowledges that it is the
right color, even as he expresses reservations about the quality of the yarn. There is no
explosive argument about who would bear the cost of the spoiled yarn. Both
acknowledge the difficulty in weaving yarn that is knotted up, and the weaver is
reassured about the quality of the new warp –and he pays out the money owed for
dyeing the warp and they part in harmony.44
This investment of a weaver in his own raw material, outside the control of a
master-weaver, is unusual. Generally, weavers work full time, and are contracted to
master-weavers or are members of producer co-operatives that provide them with yarn
and pay them a wage. While weavers invest in loom accessories like reeds or jacquard
attachments, they generally do not have the capital to invest in raw material or finished
stock. This young weaver though, seemed able to afford the investment in the silk warp.
“Out of my own profits driving an auto rickshaw” he said, as he did not weave full time,
but chauffeured clients for his livelihood. From this he was able to afford the capital
investment in the loom. His wife was educated, working as a teacher. In the evenings,
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they would weave for three or four hours together, and make one jamdani saree every
month. The loom was no longer in the front of the house; this was transformed into a
‘modern’ room, with a television and a raised table for schoolwork for children. Instead
the loom was now in the backyard, out of sight of casual visitors, in the private area of
the house.
The absence of the master-weaver meant not only that they invested in their own
raw material, but also that they had to market the product themselves. This too was no
longer a problem, he said. The weaver had the phone numbers of thirty weavers like
himself, who each had numbers of another thirty weavers. When his saree was ready,
he would call weavers in his network and collect twenty to thirty more sarees, and head
out to the city of Hyderabad on the night bus. Once there, he would call customers
using his mobile phone: “ladies” who would be willing to invite him to their home, and
browse the merchandise. If they found the sarees to their taste, they would instantly pay
cash. Of the thirty sarees, he would typically sell around five, at a 100% profit. He would
then meet the “Aunties”—a different category of clients—again in their home, usually
chaperoned by an older member of the family or a domestic servant. These Aunties
would have their own network of women interested in luxury, custom-made sarees.
From these sarees, he would make less of a profit. The Aunty would pay only 20% more
than the cost price, but would take at least five sarees. Before leaving the sarees with
her, he would call and check with the weavers back at home; and decide if he would
leave the sarees behind. If not, he would carry them back to Peddapuram, to become
part of the consignment of the next weaver travelling to the next city.
The mobile phone had connected and created networks of weavers and
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networks of customers. There were no retail costs; instead there was a relationship, a
new one, of an Aunty who would mediate between her network and that of the weavers.
These generally affluent women lived in the suburbs and satellite towns around the
large cities. Living in close contact with each other preserved a sense of identity against
the eroding anonymity of the city. Generally they were part of kinship networks or
immigrant communities from the same districts that were also home to the weavers. The
women still recalled from memory or from family stories the exclusivity of jamdani
sarees; and experienced the personal attention of weavers as familiar and socially
acceptable. They could exercise aesthetic choice and be taken seriously by the weaver
producers. Most importantly, the price could be negotiated to suit the purse of the
buyer—if not this time, then the next. In the market the Ladies and Aunties are cultural
experts who appropriate consumer goods to perform identity.45 They can guarantee the
authenticity of the invented tradition Uppada Jamdani, recalling it from their own roots,
as it were. Buying and selling a jamdani saree in this kind of environment is
substantially different from buying something in the mall or bazaar. It is a distinctively
personalized shopping experience, in which the aesthetic of the consumer is valued as
much as her buying power.
The association of traditional techniques with high-end luxury and culture is
therefore maintained through the cultural practices of the doyennes of craft and
handloom. The website of Ghansyam Sarode strategically plays on the association with
the icons of craft and handloom of yester year: “Since 2003 Mrs. Gandhi using the white
45
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Khadi sarees with interlock border with intricate jamdani buties (motifs)”.46 He refers to
Sonia Gandhi, the head of the Indian National Congress Party, and the white Khadi
saree referred to is the iconic saree worn by women in the freedom struggle. A broad
enough identity had been constructed in the customer’s mind for the Uppada Jamdani,
allowing for a multitude of product improvisations and incremental innovations to flood
the market; and all through the personalized interactions between weavers and their
new found “traditional” customers.
The mobile phone was undoubtedly an innovative technological addition to the
ensemble; but as a communicative device, it at once disrupted existing social relations
between weavers and master-weaver, while facilitating social interaction between the
jamdani weaver and the customers. It recalled the form of the face-to-face marketing
between weaver and customer which had been part of traditional practices of
transacting cloth, leaving out the master-weaver-trader. Until recently, in village
communities weavers and women customers had long-standing transactional
relationships. Clothes had important ritual meaning and weavers were invited to the
homes of their female customers so that they could produce-to-order the clothes that
the household needed, very often using the yarn spun in that very household. With the
disruption of these economic relationships, master weavers linked to formal retail
spaces had displaced these sites of interaction. It was no longer respectable for women
of higher social class and caste to privately meet men of lower social status and caste.
By entering the ensemble, the mobile telephone remade these older ensembles across
distant geographies, and newly “shaped the way financial counterparts addressed one
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another, and the way trade interactions are enacted.”47 In addition, on the mobile phone
the traditional caste and class hierarchies were re-shaped by creating lists of phone
numbers that were named with the more egalitarian labels of “Aunties” and “Ladies”.48
The mobile phone did not stop with the creation of new market infrastructure; it
succeeded in shifting market access away from control by master weavers and the
large retail agencies with their own interests. It was also a new forum for product
feedback from users directly to producers, as well as allowing better price negotiation.49
On the production side, weavers built on the flexible time and work that the loom at
home provides, to learn new weaving skills that earned substantial incomes for both
men and women, while working more inflexible day jobs.50 Yet in order that value was
created in the market, not just the new products but the new skills too had to be made
visible to the intended consumers by the weavers. Aunties and ladies who acted as
opinion leaders had to be taught how to judge quality and make evaluations of the skill
involved in producing this new textile.
This was an important innovation in the market for the livelihood of handloom. It
built on the original innovation of jamdani as a new product. Coupled with the flexibility
47
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of the jamdani loom and skilled weavers’ ability to customize new products to order, the
weavers now had created a feedback loop that ensured market success. It allowed for
effective and efficient turnaround of capital since capital was not locked up as
inventory— “waiting undadu.” (“there is no delay”). As soon as sarees had been made,
they could be sold. The mobile phone was a technological adoption by the handloom
industry, which made the promise of economic progress through new technologies true
even for handloom weaving.
However, some might still argue that this leaves the process of weaving,
narrowly construed, untouched and traditional. Would it be possible to also identify a
process innovation—an innovation that happens closer to the actual loom technology
and the process of producing the jamdani fabric? This question takes us to
Vellasavaram, another village in East Godavari, to the jamdani designer and computer
programmer Balaji.

Jamdani as process innovation: the digital loom in the socio-technical ensemble:
In the weavers’ co-operative in the village of Angara, a few miles from
Vellasavaram, the secretary of the weavers’ co-operative proudly showed off a silk
jamdani saree woven by a weaver of their village. Again, it was referred to as the
‘Uppada’ saree. The beautiful motif that dominated the saree was the paisley, a
traditional motif that has been part of the design repertoire of the Indian sub-continent
for the last thousand years (see figure 5). The paisley motif, originally from Persia, is
named after the weaving center in Scotland of the same name. It is shaped like a
twisted teardrop and referred to as ‘Kairi’ (raw mango) in Hindi—the curved shape
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reminiscent of the elongated raw fruit. Here it was seen in the style generally described
as ‘all-over’ (referring to a pattern that was a connected repeat, woven all over the
saree) to differentiate it from the less labor-intensive style where the paisley was seen
as ‘buta’ or extra weft pattern dropped onto the saree in disconnected but evenly
spaced intervals.

Figure 5. left: Paisley motif in jamdani on silk from Banaras c. 1880. (V&A
Museum);
right: Paisley motif with leaves in jamdani on silk from East Godavari c 2011 (Weaver
Vellasavaram)

But visually the paisley on this saree showed an inconsistency; closer
examination revealed that the curvature of the motif was rather jerkier than one
expected when the jamdani technique was employed. It did not seem to be the
inexperience of the weaver; subsequent sarees we were shown all carried the same
jerkiness.
Described in digital terms, the curve of the motif appeared as if it had been drawn
on a low-resolution scale, with the pixilation visible on the curve when seen at close
quarters. This was a startling contradiction. One did not associate a low-resolution
computer screen image with a motif on an exquisite hand-woven saree. But indeed the
secretary confirmed that it was a computer design by a “young and dynamic” computer
programmer who lived in the village of Vellasavaram. Was this an example of an
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external technology being imposed on hapless jamdani weavers in the spirit of
modernization, which could only result in turning these weavers into mindless
production units churning out lower quality cloth? Craft activists generally perceive
computerization much like mechanization: as a depression of craft products’ unique
handmade value.51 Additionally, it is implicitly assumed by them that once the labor
component of hand production is taken over by machines and the design component by
computers, there is nothing left of economic value to recommend craft modes of
production. What is more, the pixellation seemed to point to an awkward application of
computer design technology, presumably the result of outdated software.
When one walks into any weaving village, it is to the accompanying humming of
the winding wheels and clacking looms that emanates as if from a giant organism.
People are friendly and willing to help, as in Vellasavaram, and the home of the
computer programmer was easily found. A smiling young man in his twenties dressed in
trousers and shirt, Balaji introduced himself as the computer designer who had
designed the sarees woven in Angara. The room was a study in technological time
travel: at the far end was an older man, Balaji’s father, seated at the pit loom; closer by
stood the jacquard punching machine; then a desktop computer with ‘Shadhana
Creations’ on the screen; and closest to the entrance sits the young designer, with his
cell phone (see figure 6).
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Figure 6. Balaji’s house with loom in the background and computer in the
foreground
Balaji demonstrated in detail how he used the software program to design motifs
for the sarees. The original design was “art” he said, indicating that it was drawn by
hand. The software converted the patterns into a scaled graph. For example, the motifs
of the paisley, the “chakram” (wheel), or the “hamsa” (swan) were well known and
available on the software’s repertoire, but sometimes one had to draw new motifs and
these could be done easily by using the mouse. This explained another disconcerting
element in the design: the paisley though pixelated was finely proportioned, but the leaf
accompanying it (see figure 5), on the other hand was smooth edged but less detailed.
The more finely proportioned paisley, when viewed on the screen, showed the same
jerky pixilated curve that could be observed in the paisley on the saree. The leaf was
not pixelated: since it was drawn with the mouse using the software program, the
designer was able to control the extent of the curve so that that it stays smooth and did
not pixelate jerkily. Both elements were attractive enough, but they did not match.
The pixelation itself was puzzling; jamdani was a technique that allowed insertion
of extra weft threads into the warp threads one by one, which meant that the motif could
be transferred as is, from the screen to the saree. So why did the computer designer
design a motif with a pixelated edge, rather than a smooth one?52 This became clear in
a next interaction between a visiting master weaver and Balaji. “A mango with two
leaves” said the master-weaver, and Balaji pulled out a folder with mango motifs from
the stored memory of the computer. “Not more than 3 ‘bends’ and 100 ‘turns’” the
52
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master-weaver further specified, and Balaji immediately reduced the resolution and the
mango pixelated.
How did the criteria of bends and turns affect resolution of the motif? Each
discontinuous motif along the width of the saree being woven requires that a separate
spindle be inserted into the weft, referred to as ‘bend’. In figure 7 the number of bends
can be seen to be seven, as seven discontinuous spindles would need to be inserted at
that point, to make up the motifs across the width of the loom, in the direction of the weft.
Since each motif also requires the spindle to be turned as many times as the length of
the motif along the warp; specifying 100 turns defined exactly the scale of the motif
along the warp. Thus the master-weaver was quantifying the labor that would make up
each motif into bends along the weft and turns along the warp; this translated the
resolution along the x-y axes on the screen onto the loom. Balaji’s job was to design a
motif that was aesthetic at that resolution. So rather than size of motif, it was the labor in
weaving it, that decided the resolution. The master-weaver and weaver were in control
of the decision, rather than Balaji, and therefore the decision to change was not made
on the screen, but on the loom.

Figure 7. ‘a’ points to the line in this pattern with the maximum number of
spindles that would have to ‘bend’. In this case 7 spindles would have to be inserted into
the weft to make the pattern.

Once the resolution was fixed, the weaver would translate this resolution onto the
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loom. Depending on how labor-intensive the weaver’s choice was, each pixel in a graph
would represent one warp thread, referred to as ‘an end’, and one weft thread referred
to as ‘a pick’, on the x-y axis, or be bunched into two or three or even four threads of
warp in the same pixel (see figure 8).

Figure 8. Graph 1 above shows a single end flower. Graph 2 shows a flower
woven with two ends bunched together with three picks. Graph 3 shows a flower woven
with three ends bunched together with three picks. Graph 4 shows a flower woven with
six ends bunched together with three picks. One can notice how the pattern turns into a
lower resolution version of itself with the decision to reduce labor.

In the instance of the pixelated paisley, the weaver had worked on blocks of 4 by
4 ends and picks, rather than one end and one pick. That is, rather than lifting every
thread to insert the extra weft bobbin, four threads were grouped together and lifted—
thus resulting in pixelation of the woven motif, rather than a smooth curve. This reduced
the labor and time of weaving and brought the cost down to a competitive price in the
market. In the interaction between computer programmer and master-weaver, this was
the information that affected the

Figure 9. left: Making a printout of the pattern to be repeated for setting the loom;
right: Smoothing out the pattern for ease of weaving on the graph.
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Figure 10. Using the Graph to tie the repeat pattern into the jalari

Figure 11. Two views of the loom. The gold warp is wound on one side and the
graph is pasted above. The second view is from the perspective of where the weaver
sits, the graph is visible at eye-level on the other side, for ease of weaving.

decision on pattern. Clearly, it was not the loom that was in the service of the
computer, it was the computer programmer in service to the master-weaver. Once
recognized, this reversal of roles became apparent across all the different stages where
the computer acted in the socio-technical ensemble of the handloom weaver.
Visually the computer digitized on the x-y axis much as the loom did on the warp
and weft. So at every stage—designing the motifs, planning the layout on the five and
half meter length for repeats of the design, setting up the loom so that the right threads
from the warp would be lifted, printing out the design onto graph paper as aid to
memory while weaving—for all these functions the computer played a role. As a
consequence, the labor could be decided prior to weaving, the price estimated, and the
visualization of the layout could be simulated, reducing real-time risks on the loom.
Further, the weaving action works on binary logic; at any point of time a thread
can be lifted up or pressed down, with the shuttle passing in between in sequence to
complete the weaving. To pick out a pattern, certain threads of the warp are lifted and
smaller shuttles carrying extra weft threads pass between them, in an embroidering
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motion. The weft shuttle fixes the pattern in place. This requires a setting of the loom
using a jalari (a loom device that picks up warp ends according to the design repeats). A
graphic printout of the design to be repeated was printed out, which used the same
count of blocks per inch as threads per inch to be woven (see figures 9,10,11). Threads
to be lifted were marked in black and to be pressed down left blank. The weaver set up
the jalari to perform the action of ‘remembering’ and lifting the warp threads following
the graph pattern. While the jalari had to be tied by hand, on the loom, the action could
be coded in binary (thread up black spot, thread down blank spot), using the print of the
computer software in a graph form. Using this insight, any new design could be
converted to a digital graph and printed out and the loom-setting time came down by
more than half.

Table 1. functions in the weaving ensemble and how the computer effects their
execution speed:  is speeding up and  is slowing down

For each of these functions in the ensemble, the computer was used as a tool to
speed up the calculative component by translating it into a digital output that the weaver
could use. Using computer outputs as graphic visualizing devices across weaving
functions is a process innovation. The loom had moved to a slower technique, but the
computer had speeded up the calculative digital functions. These calculative functions
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had been framed in turn by the capabilities of the loom.53 As a result of the interaction,
some functions had speeded up so that the loom could be slowed down, in order to
reach an optimum match with regard to labor and value in the market (see table 1).
Indeed, today the computer is ubiquitous. Yet, its presence in the handloom
ensemble seems surprising in a linear understanding of the time line of technologies, in
which mechanization and digitization are supposed to substitute older—hand-driven and
analog—technologies. But rather than viewing the computer as a modern technology
that displaced skill at the loom, weavers saw the computer and the loom as two
technologies that work on similar principles of digital counting. The digital character of
the loom in fact facilitated the advent of computers into the ensemble (see figure 12 for
the socio-technical ensemble of handloom weaving).54 When working together with the
loom and the computer, the computer did not represent a radical innovation for the
handloom weaver; the digital technology recalled to the weaver the programmability of
the loom, as in the case of the master-weaver who decreed that his motif was worth “3
bends and 100 turns” in order to tailor labor to price. Instead of competing with each
other, as is generally the case between technologies deemed high tech and low tech, in
this case, as a result of the understanding of the underlying principles of digitization in
computer programming that the weaver acquired, as well as the understanding of the
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loom that the computer programmer acquired, both weaver and programmer worked
together to produce an innovation that stabilized livelihoods in the handloom ensemble.

Figure 12. The socio-technical ensemble of jamdani with the loom, mobile phone
and computer. The figure represents the sustained circulation of material in the socio
technical ensemble of handloom weaving: yarn to colored yarn, to sized and warped
yarn, which is woven into fabric, aggregated and dispersed again to customers, where it
is transformed to capital, that in turn finances input costs, in this case yarn.

Conclusion: From history of technology to handloom innovation policy?
History of technology accounts that do not assume the norms of western
modernity stimulate a greater concern with technology’s local context and with the
interactive relationships between innovation and practice.55 Scholars have questioned
dominant accounts of technology and innovation that assume linear development and
specific interpretations of modernity.56 Alternative views offer ways to grasp innovations
that circulate in time, in contrast to innovations as ever progressing away from the past
in linear time. David Edgerton for example critiques modernist studies of innovation that
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focus too much on what changes in an invention and forget what is stable: “our futureoriented rhetoric has underestimated the past and overestimated the power of the
present.”57 He argues for a use-based perspective and disproves grand narratives of
progress. In a similar vein, we use the case of handloom weaving to question the
concept of innovation as exclusively linked to mechanization and modernization. This
results in a broadening of the concept of tradition too, which allows for innovation that
stabilizes ‘traditional’ craft technology. This enables us to position craft livelihoods within
a framework of technological innovation, rather than in a discourse of traditional
technology that needs either modernization or preservation. Such broadened concepts
of innovation and tradition, we want to argue, can also spur a more inclusive politics of
development.
Handloom weavers across East Godavari assimilated the modern computer into
their ensemble of production in order to sustain their traditional loom.58 To what extent is
this indeed innovation as we suggest? Are we re-casting what was a circumstance of
misfortune into a considered innovative choice? If so, it would seem that handloom was
recycling old practices and things and serving them up as new innovations, while these
“backward” technological changes were really not choices made by weavers but forced
on to them in their struggle to survive. To answer this, we will examine the nature of the
weaver’s choices. Can we describe this choice process convincingly as innovation,
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even if it allowed the loom to stay static? Can we draw lessons in the form of an
innovation policy for handloom?
In this jamdani case we have seen how weavers deliberately escaped the horns
of the dilemma between mechanization that would make the handloom extinct and
tradition that would fossilize it. They did not choose productivity over beauty, change
over stability, tradition over technology, old over new, or even market over identity;
instead they consistently chose to negotiate a balance between these various opposites.
The computer and loom do not co-exist next to each other as oppositional paradigms;
they worked together in the socio-technical ensemble. To realize this working together,
the weaver and the programmer chose to innovate the socio-technical ensemble by
changing the functions of the loom and the computer vis à vis each other. What is
involved in such innovation of the socio-technical ensemble of handloom? A focus on
the creative capacities of skilled workers will help us answer this question.
The weaver innovated his craft of weaving, as much as the computer
programmer innovated his craft of programming. To make these innovations work in the
socio-technical ensemble of handloom, both had to have some understanding of the
other’s craft and innovate across technologies. For this to succeed, it surely helped that
Balaji, the innovative computer programmer, was the son of a weaver and understood
the creative capacities of both sets of skills, including their graphic and mathematical
commonalities. And Balaji is not an isolated case; where livelihoods of weavers are
stable, children of weavers are educated and take up modern technologies—in this
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case computer programming—and often bring them back into the handloom sociotechnical ensemble.59
The turn to jamdani solved the problem of increasing capital costs of yarn and
the resulting decreasing returns on labor. Through adopting jamdani, weavers created
value for their weaving labor, which became value in the market and thus could absorb
the rising capital costs while yarn prices increased. The weavers turned the problem
from a crisis into an opportunity. For making the most of this opportunity, the weavers
had to innovate the handloom socio-technical ensemble by casting a new balance
between productivity and skill—and this is what the shift to jamdani amounted to.
This innovation could only succeed because the users in the ensemble also
participated in the innovation, as we described. Quite similarly, in her study of
eighteenth century artisanal and industrial manufacturing in London, Liliane HilairePérez describes products that acquired meaning within networks that were at the
crossroads of utility (functional usefulness) and beauty (pleasure giving).60 The new
saree users, aunties and ladies, who have the necessary cultural memory and
recognize the value of jamdani as a finer product, stand in a long tradition of linking
cultural values to economic activity. Amartya Sen has investigated how Indian identity
matters in firing innovation and he identifies the influence of values and cultural
identities on economic behavior “over and above the general discipline that is provided
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by economic feasibility and commercial viability”.61 While handloom cloth is an
economic commodity, cloth and clothes have always played important other roles in
Indian society too. During the Indian struggle for independence, Gandhi used handloom
cloth to “evoke powerful symbols of community and right conduct” through the swadesi
movement.62
The producers and users were innovators, but they were also innovated; in other
words, they too changed as result of innovation of the sociotechnical ensemble. The
evolving meaning of cloth in society affects the identities of producers and users of that
cloth; the complexity of Indian social order imparts unusual variety to the symbolism.
For instance, weavers across religions and castes could improve on their social
standing by “creating finer and purer commodities”, as a tactic for raising status.63 Thus,
when the value of the cloth in the market decreased in Uppada, it had a lowering effect
on the status of the weavers, as well as their livelihoods. The shift to jamdani countered
this effect, resulting in status elevation for both producer and user. Thus the innovative
lead weavers who shifted to jamdani, although disrupting existing market conditions for
handloom weaving, displayed a kind of stability: a prospect of improvement in status
while staying in weaving. Resisting the move to mechanized productivity, these weavers
innovated their technical skill and specialized it—and gained recognition through calling
on collective cultural memory and creating a valued identity in the customer’s mind.
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The weavers in Uppada, through patterns of repeated social interaction, are
embedded in a socio-technical ensemble that is bound by a set of informal norms and
levels of trust that facilitate mutually beneficial co-operation in a crisis. In his paper
analyzing social capital in prosperous communities, Putnam makes similar observations
about guilds, religious brotherhoods and civil militia.64 Weavers indeed use knowledge
in their ensemble in a similar way as European pre-industrial craft guilds where “the
main purpose of the craft guilds was to transmit skills” and “technological invention and
innovation were a significant, albeit mostly unintended effect of the crafts’ support for
investment in skills.”65 Another similarity is that guilds, like the innovative jamdani
weavers, educated their clients to assess quality and helped craftsmen to understand
market developments.66 In Uppada, as in the case of craft guilds, the presence of more
highly skilled craftspeople, larger markets and incremental innovation in the socially
interactive ensemble resulted in expanded possibilities for specialization, efficiency
gains in the use of labor and better economic performance.
There is one final point that we need to make in our discussion of the concept of
innovation. The “innovation” that we have elaborated is an analyst’s concept and not an
actor’s category. We, as analysts, identify the shift to jamdani as an innovation, which
we use to explain developments in handloom and handloom’s capacity to sustain
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livelihoods in the modern world. However, none of the actors sees their handloom
practices as innovative. On the contrary: some were initially offended when hearing our
analysis, since they prefer to see their work as celebrating tradition.67 When further
discussing our analysis, weavers did confirm the detailed analyses and then also
recognized the political relevance of our analyst’s move to identify handloom weaving
as a practice with much innovation; this in turn broadened their concept of what
constitutes tradition in handloom weaving.
The understanding that we are offering is political in itself and intervenes into the
world. Our new understanding of handloom establishes the agency of weavers (and
others in the socio-technical ensemble) and suggests that intervention by others—
development workers, NGOs, social scientists, ourselves as researchers—could be
supportive and following rather than directive and leading. For this to work, our scholarly
understanding would need to develop into self-understanding by the weavers. And the
distance between “innovation” as an analyst’s concept and as an actor’s concept would
have to be reduced. This would require that the new meaning of innovation be
understood as different from the one generally attached to it in India—high-tech and
mostly related to ICTs or biotechnology—and substituted by this broader conception as
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informed by history of technology and STS.
To explore this thesis, we organized a SHOT-supported workshop in January
2016 in Chennai, India. Historians of technology and STS scholars (from India, US and
Europe) met with weavers, dyers, activists, and musicians.68 Though this indeed was an
intervention, we deliberately and explicitly made this intervention from within the sociotechnical ensemble of handloom. A complicated scheme of variously shaped sessions
created symmetrical input from all groups into the conversations. The workshop thus
built on the conception of innovation as changing artefacts’ meanings, as changing
narratives, as creating new stories and metaphors linking different social groups in the
ensemble. We recognized the role of the old in innovation; and, as mirror-image,
identified innovation in seemingly traditionalist practices; we used the socio-technical
ensemble as unit of analysis; we therein highlighted the varied skills and expertise of all
types of actors; we discussed users as a crucial element for understanding innovation,
both as buyers of commodities and as citizen-consumers in the relevant culture; and we
included an analysis of handloom markets and how they relate to user-producer
relations and questions of knowledge ownership and the development of skills.
This resultant broadening of the concept of innovation offers a starting point for
weavers to argue for an alternative policy for handloom weaving. Innovation of tradition
in the handloom ensemble disrupts two associations: first the association of innovation
to change and new, and second the association of tradition to stability and old. Instead
of seeing innovation exclusively to increase scale and productivity as part of
68
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modernization, this concept of innovation proposes to recognize innovation that
foregrounds beauty and sustainability as part of a continuing tradition. Such innovation
seeks to stabilize livelihoods through creating value for craft skills in the market rather
than through welfare schemes and to support existing weaving communities rather than
expanding an industry unsustainably. Such innovation policy builds on an understanding
that the new is immanent in the old, that innovation can be anchored in tradition.69 The
weaver, then, is not an outdated cultural icon, but an innovative technologist embedded
in a society that continues to sustain weaving communities and to value weaving.
During a Roundtable at the SHOT 2017 Conference these discussions about innovation
in craft were continued with input from a weaver, a dyer, an activist and a musician. And,
symmetrically, the SHOT scholars were not only detached researchers and
commentators, but actively engaged “translators”, partly working within the ensemble.70
As a result, a “Policy Centre for Handloom” is being established at the union Rashtra
Chenetha Jana Samakhya in Chirala, Andhra Pradesh, with SHOT scholars as advisors.
Building on a broadened conception of innovation and a symmetrical engagement of
scholars and practitioners, we thus have an opportunity to recast the technologically
backward and vulnerable weaver from the past into a convivial companion for the
journey to a sustainable future.
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